
LOCOMOTION

Building behaviors, one layer at
a time
New interneurons are added in the hindbrain to support more complex

movements as young zebrafish get older.
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M
ost animals are born with an imma-

ture nervous system and, at first, they

are only equipped with the rudimen-

tary reflexes required to ingest food or avoid

predators. As the nervous system matures,

the complex movements needed for hunting or

mating get added to the repertoire of the ani-

mals. However, it is not clear how these new

motor skills are gradually acquired while the ner-

vous system is still under construction.

This question remains challenging because it

is difficult to estimate when the neurons that

underpin specific behaviors are born. Now, in

eLife, Avinash Pujala and Minoru Koyama of the

Janelia Research Campus report that, in the

hindbrain of zebrafish larvae, the birthdate of

neurons determines in which type of movements

these cells participate (Pujala and Koyama,

2019).

Zebrafish larvae are widely used as model

organisms to study how the nervous system

develops. This is because these fish are transpar-

ent, they grow outside of the mother’s body,

and a wide range of genetic techniques is avail-

able to study them. Two-day-old zebrafish larvae

are mostly unable to move: however, they show

strong and fast escape responses when exposed

to acoustic or mechanical stimuli, and they pro-

duce slow but powerful struggling movements

to free themselves if they are restrained. At five

days, these behaviors persist but the larvae also

start to produce comparatively weaker and

slower tail bends that allow them to search their

environment for food.

To explore how the nervous system develops

in zebrafish, Pujala and Koyama focused on V2a

interneurons, a group of excitatory neurons

essential for locomotion. A subset of V2a neu-

rons is present in the hindbrain and connects to

neurons in the spinal cord (Kimura et al., 2013;

Kinkhabwala et al., 2011). The Janelia team

then combined three methods: age-dependent

photoconversion of fluorescent proteins to time

the birth of the hindbrain V2a interneurons;

paired-electrophysiological recording to map

their connectivity; and population recording to

monitor their activity during movement. These

experiments showed that V2a interneurons

developed in the hindbrain to implement the

new, refined movements. Meanwhile, early-born

neurons continued to underpin the old and

crude reflexes of escapes and struggles (Fig-

ure 1). Further experiments revealed that the

birth order of the cells determined their biophys-

ical properties and how they connected to spinal

neurons, thus allowing V2a interneurons born at

different times to support distinct behaviors.

These experiments build on previous studies

which demonstrated that, in zebrafish, the birth-

date of premotor interneurons in the spinal cord

determines which locomotion pattern these cells

control (McLean et al., 2008; McLean et al.,
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2007). The study by Pujala and Koyama also

extends to the hindbrain the concept of behav-

ioral ‘modules’. These units rely on subcircuits of

neurons that are recruited based on the speed

and vigor required by movements

(Ampatzis et al., 2014; Song et al., 2018).

It was already known that new motor behav-

iors can emerge by reconfiguring existing cir-

cuits through changes in connectivity or the

addition of neuromodulatory projections

(Marder and Rehm, 2005; Marin-Burgin et al.,

2008). For instance, neuromodulators such as

dopamine can act on spinal or supraspinal tar-

gets, making motor patterns mature during

development (Lambert et al., 2012;

Thirumalai and Cline, 2008). What the study by

Pujala and Koyama demonstrates is that new cir-

cuits can form alongside existing components,

which helps to expand the repertoire of

movements.

Why would organisms benefit from such a

layered organization? First, gradually adding

new circuits might be an efficient way to create

modules that generate movements of varying

speed and vigor; it might also help gate transi-

tions between such modules. Different circuits

may then be recruited to generate appropriate

motor patterns in response to immediate needs.

Second, acquiring these parallel circuits one

after the other helps to preserve the ‘old’ mod-

ules required for survival, even as many new neu-

rons and connections appear in the central

nervous system. Finally, this parallel organization

allows new circuits and behaviors to be added in

an open-ended manner, without imposing con-

straints based on existing circuits.

Many mechanisms, including the addition of

new neurons, preside over the acquisition of

brain functions such as language and memory. In

the long run, the work by Pujala and Koyama

provides a framework in which to investigate

these processes.
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